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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Seventy-First Day: Wednesday, March 7, 2018 
Post Time: 12:35 P.M. Eastern 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 705*-202-137-105—29%W, 63%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
BEST BET: #7 Unbridled Rebel (9th race)—3-1 M.L. 
LIVE LONGSHOT: #1 Bella Nusta (3rd race)—8-1 M.L. 
 
RACE ONE 
(#3)G Q COVERUP: Class drop is significant; stalks, rolls by in the stretch 
(#5)GRAN SAMAN: Controls pace—wire-job candidate; exits a weak heat 
(#4)MONDAY PIRATE: Paired up solid efforts on this class level; 4-1 M.L. 
(#2)STONE HEART: Has been stuck in this condition; tab for minor award 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-5-4-2 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#7)SUNNY MY WAY: Speed of the speed clears off, takes field gate-to-wire  
(#2)FLYING EMERALD: Bred to handle the dirt, drops; blinkers “on” noted 
(#1)JUBILANT: She creeps down in class, turf-to-dirt suits; good post draw 
(#4)TIKITACA: Well-beaten 3rd in prior dirt start; 2-pronged drop on point 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-2-1-4 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#1)BELLA NUSTA: Love the turf-to-dirt, route-to-sprint angles; speed, rail 
(#4)SARAHTHEQUEENBEE: At best at a 6F trip; blinkers “off” the answer? 
(#3)PROPER PRINCESS: Is 1 for her last 16; would demand a square price 
(#2)STORMBEAM: Non-factor vs. “3 lifetime” foes in last; gets extra 1/16th  
 
SELECTIONS: 1-4-3-2 
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RACE FOUR 
(#7)MAJESTIC DESTINY: Caught a “sloppy” strip on debut; big class drop 
(#3)SIR SUWANEE: 1st-timer hooks a small, soft crew on debut; sharp tab  
(#4)OURS DREAM FLY: Barn 20% win clip w/ debut maiden claiming types 
(#1)ONE BAD HOMBRE: Much tighter in second start off extended layoff 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-3-4-1 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#4)FLASH ME NOT: Game in 2-turn turf debut; third start of form cycle  
(#8)GLOSSY: Shows up for a tag for Mott; she’ll love the 2-turn stretch out 
(#10)RAGTIME SUZY: Lacked winning kick in first two; blinks “on” today 
(#3)MORNING GRACE: 3rd in last three; best effort to date has been on turf 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-8-10-3 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#2)CHISELED: Gets edge in tough heat; responds to Gaffalione, pocket trip  
(#7)TO DARE: Deep closer needs early pace assistance; deserved favorite 
(#3)CHEPSTOW: Hard-knocking 8YO is capable fresh; stakes winner at GP 
(#1)ANIMAL TRICK: Breaks running, gets rail; he has to fend off Chepstow 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-7-3-1 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#2)WHAT POWER: He’s a length shy of winning past 3 starts; is consistent  
(#4)ROYAL BLESSING: Tough beats as fave in past two; 2-for-13 on GP turf 
(#6)SPORTSCASTER: Riding 2-race win streak; K. Attard 18% off the claim 
(#7)LITTLE BALTAR: Hasn’t missed the exacta in last 4; jock won 3 Sun. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-4-6-7 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#7)MADAME UNO: Made short work out of next-out winner in last start  
(#1)SOPHIE GERMAIN: Rank off long layoff in last; much tighter this time 
(#6)LEROIDS MOMMIE: 5YO is consistent; comes running in the stretch 
(#2)BIG DARLING: Good finish in last start despite getting fanned out wide 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-1-6-2 
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RACE NINE 
(#7)UNBRIDLED REBEL: Controls pace from wide draw; wire job candidate  
(#4)PLAYING HOOKY: Cuts back to 7.5F; best when engaged in race early 
(#5)VICTOR’S FLAG: Improved around 2-turns on grass with Lasix; tighter 
(#1)AT ODDS: Bred to handle extra ground; pace factor with Jaramillo up 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-4-5-1 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#4)GRACE B: Placed in 5-of-7 local starts; gets 10-pound break in weights  
(#7)REINA LA KELSY: Drops in second start off shelf; “fast” track x-factor 
(#2)FRIENDS TALK: Arguably at best on “fast” strip; fits for a $12,500 tag 
(#6)CANDY SUE: Form turned around of late; front wraps in last two starts 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-7-2-6 
 
 
* Selections not posted: Friday, January 26—Sunday, January 28, 
Saturday, February 3, and Saturday, February 17, 2018 
 
 
 
 
 


